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UCF pioneers new approach to 'real life' audit experiences
Sponsor Coopers & Lybrand bets $8 million on 'Excellence in Audit Education'program
Coopers & Lybrand, an international accounting and consulting firm, has chosen
UCF as one of 30 universities to share in

PATRICK J . KNIPE

Taiwan educators
to use UCFs hotel
during Florida visit
A delegation of six to eightTaiwanese
educators will make the UCF Holiday Inn
their headquarters while touring Central
Florida between Jan. 19-22.
Dr. Dick Cornell, Educational Services,
has assisted the group in making arrangements for the stay, coordinating with Dr.
Bosco Wen Ruey Lee, director of the
Overseas Youth Service Department of
the China Youth Corps.
Dr. Cornell plans to show the visitors
the Central Florida Research Park on the
afternoon, of Jan. 21, then have a reception for them on campus, followed by a
chance to audit his 6 p.m. class, and then
dinner.
More definite arrangements will be made
in New Orleans when he sees the Asian
visitors during the Association for Educational Communications and Technology
convention, Jan. 15-19.

Handbook rates UCF's
research park in top 10
Central Florida Research Park has
been named one of the 10 outstanding
business parks in the US by the editors of
SITE SELECTION HANDBOOK. The publication caters to corporate facility planniong executives.
SITE SELECTION applauded the research park's "impressive track recordsince its groundbreaking in 1981 and further recognized it as an example of how
research parks are "uniquely positioned
to connect corporations seeking to meet
their critical R&Dneeds with researchoriented universities eager to strengthen
their programs."

ART LECTURE
Artist Robert Natkin, sponsored by the
Atlantic Center for the Arts, New Smyrna
Beach, will lecture in Room 313, Humanities and Fine Arts Building at noon on
Monday, Jan. 25.

testing an "Excellence in Audit Education"
program.
Patrick J. Knipe, managing partner of
the downtown Orlando Coopers & Lybrand office, said the Fall 1987 classes at
UCF were among the first to try the new
video materials that put students into real
life business experiences.
The program cost $1.5 million to produce, but his firm, he said, feels so
strongly about the need that is has committed $8 million over five years to enhance accounting and business studies.
"It is important that auditing instruction
prepare students to deal with the real
world of auditing before they leave the
classroom-waiting until they are on-thejob is simply too late," he said.
Coopers & Lybrand is one of the" Big
Eight" firms with 95 offices located
throughout the country. It has had an Orlando presence for 22 years and last year
absorbed Colley, Trumbower & Howell, a
local firm established in 1949. The Orlando office employs 24 UCF graduates
among its 79 accountants.
In the UCF School of Accounting, Professor Gary Holstrum and Associate Professor Linda Savage integrated the audiovisual simulation into their auditing classes. Approximately 250 undergraduates
(mostly seniors) take the first course and
125 masters students take the second
course each year.

In January 1986 Coopers & Lybrand got
together five professors they chose as
national leaders in auditing education.
Holstrum was one of them and it was the
same year he was chairman of the Auditing Section of the American Accounting
Association. He was on the faculty of the
University of Southern California at the
time, but in the process of transferring to
UCF.
"Our association members were developing the idea of better auditing education
when we came together with key people in
Coopers & Lybrand, who had parallel
thoughts and were willing to make a heavy
investment in the concept", Holstrum
said. He was chosen as one of six professors who became an advisory board
for the project.
The program material was put together
by a joint effort of these professors and
Coopers & Lybrand personnel, then professionally produced into a 90 minute
show. Holstrum said the sponsor specified that the firm was not to be identified in
the work examples so that as an educational tool the tape would be generic.
His own students at UCF "were very enthusiastic" about not only the use of humor in the presentation, but also with the
depth of discussion presented in the four
sections of the simulation.
The program that Coopers & Lybrand

Citizen advisory board to help
guide Daytona Beach campus
UCF/Daytona Beach will become the
first area campus to have its own advisory board when 20 community leaders
gather at the area campus today to organize their group.
Campus Director Sarah Pappas said the
board will provide two-way communication
between the University and the community. She visualizes that with their diverse
dealings in business, government, education, industry and general society, board
members will be able to help the University develop the kind of programs the community wants most.
Also the University administration will
be better able to tell the community,
through people in leadership roles, what
services the University offers.
Dr. Pappas said one of the meeting
rooms in the branch campus's building on
the Daytona Beach Community College
campus was chosen for this luncheon
meeting on Wednesday, Jan. 13. UCF
President Trevor Colbourn is scheduled to
talk with the group.
Those appointed by Dr. Colbourn to
served on the UCF/Daytona Beach Advisory Board include:
Van Canada, senior vice president, Barnett Bank; Howard Carey, president, ClBUS Services, Inc.; Katie Carlson, promotions manager, Daytona Beach NewsJournal ; Jack Cason, president and general manager, Florida Coca-Cola Bottling
Company.
Also, Herb Davis, division personnel administrator, Florida Power and Light Company; Edgar M. Dunn Jr., attorney, Dunn,
Smith and Withers; Dr. B. Glenn Epley,

associate superintendent, academics,
Volusia County Schools.
Also, John E. Evans, general manager,
WESH-TV; Richard Firebaugh, division
manager, People's Gas System, Inc.; The
Honorable Kim Hammond, circuit court
judge, Flagler County; Dr. Patricia Hansen, vice president, academic affairs,
Daytona Beach Community College.
Also, Tom Kelly, Volusia County manager; Dottie Lewis, Einhorn & Lewis, Inc.;
Ron Moats, Arthur Young and Company;
Judy Monaco, Ormond Beach; Sandra
O'Neal, RN, director of education, Halifax
Medical Center.
Also, Dave Perryman, vice president,
Aluma-Shield Industries, Inc.; Joe Petrock, corporate manager, Southern Bell;
Jim Schwarz, executive vice president,
Florida Production Engineering, and Bob
Tucker, manager of relations, General
Electric Co., Inc.
The board will get a state of the University report from the president in a fall
meeting and local concerns will be addressed in a spring meeting.
It is also visualized that the board will
assist in promoting the University in positive and supportive community relations.

SHOW ENDS TODAY
A showing of youthful art from overseas
at the UCF Art Gallery will end on Wednesday, Jan. 13. Faculty members Giles Hoglin and Jerry Schiffhorst commend the
works of the Children of the Foster Parent
Plan as showing great talent from many
diverse cultures.

has made available to UCF was too costly
for a single university to produce and
could not be presented effectively in a
traditional textbook approach. The video
tape has been the best way to present the
material, Holstrum said.
Representatives of the 30 selected universities will evaluate the first semester
results in February and in the spring faculty from 60 universities will be invited to a
symposium so the usage can be extended next fall.
Coopers & Lybrand is committed to better education, not only nationally, but locally, where the firm looks to UCF to provide new talent each year, Knipe said.

GARY HOLSTRUM

Soviet educators
to visit campus
on weekend tour
In the warm afterglow of last month's
US-USSR summit, three senior Soviet
higher education officials are slated to
visit UCF on Jan.16 to develop international linkages which could lead to exchanges of students, faculty and programs.
The UCF stop, part of a six university
visit program sponsored by the American
Association of State Colleges and Universities, will include a campus tour and
meetings with UCF academic deans and
vice presidents.
The Soviet officials are: Edgar Vladimirovich Linde, minister of higher education,
Latvian Republic; Leonid Ivanovich Kiselovski, rector, Byelo Russian State University, and Vladimir Pavilovich Shevchenko, rector, Donetski State UniversityThe trio's weekend stay will include visits to the Central Florida Research Park
adjoining UCF, Kennedy Space Center
and Walt Disney World.

RESIGNATION
Dale Milner tendered his resignation as
chairman of the Staff Council last week
for health reasons. Flo Glazier, vice
chair, will preside over meetings for the
remainder of his term, which ends in May.
The next meeting is scheduled for 9.-30
a.m. on Thursday, Jan. 21, in the Registrar's conference room.
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Dai leyreturns
Official memoranda
to UCF to head
CBA promotions

Publication of these memoranda and announcements about University
policy and procedure constitutes official notice to faculty and staff

To:
From:

A UCF graduate and Fort Walton Beach
native, Jay Dailey, has been appointed director of development and external relations for the College of Business Administration.
Her responsibilities will include fundraising, as well as producing newsletters and
brochures and coordinating special
events for the college, according to Dean
Clifford L Eubanks.
Prior to joining the University, Dailey
was an account executive for the Orlando
office of Y&R/CMF&Z Public Relations, a
Young & Rubicam company. While working for clients such as duPont Centre,
Stromberg-Carlson and Ernst & Whinney,
she gained experience in all major areas
of public relations, including media relations, video production and marketing
support.
Dailey earned her UCF bachelor of
science degree in marketing, and has
been active in the Volunteer Center of
Central Florida.The Ivanhoe Foundation,
Downtown Orlando, Inc. and the Greater
Orlando Chamber of Commerce.

UCF Community
David L. Ratusnik, Chair
Communicative Disorders
Subject: Speech and Hearing Services

UCF Community
Marty Rouse
Business Services
Subject: UCF ID Card Validations

Speech and hearing services are available on campus via
the Communicative Disorders Clinic. Our full range of speech,
language pathology and audiology services may be obtained
by UCF faculty, staff and students at a reduced fee. Please
call Mr. Tetnowski at x2808 when scheduling an appointment.

Please extend normal services to students with a UCF ID
carckwithout a current validation sticker until Feb. 8, 1988. After that date all cards should display a green SPRING 1988
sticker in order to be valid for University services.
Students may obtain validation stickers at the following locations during the indicated times:

To:
From:

University Community
Harry W. Smith, Director
Theatre Programs and Manager, Building 6
Subject: Scheduling of Theatre Facility

Several misunderstandings have developed recently regarding the use of the theatre facility. Large lecture classes in the
auditorium are scheduled through Academic Affairs in the normal scheduling process. For anything other than normal classes, separate arrangements must be made. Safety and security restrictions require certain steps be taken when using the
theatre facility for meetings, performances, conferences, and
similar events. If any agency or organization on campus wishes to.use the theatre facility, we will be pleased to make it
available under the terms of regularly established policies.
Please call the Department of Theatre, x2861, and ask for
"Request for Use" form. Upon receiving the written request,
assessing needs, and determining availability, the Department
of Theatre will send a written confirmation. We regret we cannot make confirmed reservations by telephone. Each request
must be submitted in writing.
If you have any questions regarding the use of the theatre
facility, please do not hesitate to call for information or clarification.
Thank you very much.

To:
From:

_ Volume Mailers
Bill Morris, Director,
Administrative Services & Operations Analysis
Subject: Zip Code Changes

JAY DAILEY

Overdue books free
at University Library
Holding a library book past the due date
will be forgiven for the rest of January at
UCF's Library.
A "one-time only" fines amnesty will be
extended through Jan. 31 for technical
reasons. On Feb. 1 responsibility for billing and collecting library fines will be shifted from the Library to the University
Cashier's Office.
According to Janice Bain, head of the
Library's Access Services Department,
the change brings the Library's accounts
receivable into conformance with those of
other campus units whose accounts are
handled by the Cashier's Office. In addition, it affords students more convenient
options for paying fine bills.

JOB FAIR
The minority recruitment program at
UCF will focus on campus career opportunities during a first-ever job fair on Saturday, Jan. 23. Campus office representatives will conduct individual career guidance sessions, conduct on-the-spot interviews for existing vacant positions and
outline fringe benefits, academic programs and availability of public transportation to and from UCF.

FACULTY SENATE
The Faculty Senate meeting has been
changed from Jan. 21 to Thursday, Jan.
28. The Steering Committee will meet on
Jan. 19 to prepare the senate's agenda.
Meetings of the committee and senate will
be held in Room 115 of Howard Phillips
Hall at 4 p.m.

Due to the rapid population growth in our area, the U.S. Postal Service has changed several zip codes. For example, 300
streets in Sanford that were 32771 have been changed to
32773. More than 850 Orlando streets have changed zip
codes.
Please refer to the Zip Code Directory for these changes.
Departments with high volume mailings can obtain these zip
code changes on diskette or in hard copy by contacting the
U.S. Postal Service, Mr. King, 1401 Tradesport Drive, Orlando,
32862-9605. Improperly coded mailings will be delayed and improperly coded discounted mailings will be returned to the
sender.

To:
From:
Subject:

All Departments
Administrative Services/Postal
1988 Zip Code Directories

To:
Rom:

Bookstore - Monday-Friday
Monday & Tuesday
Business Services - AD282 - M-F
Evening Student Svcs, AD282
Monday —Thursday
Kiosk ~
Saturdays
Sundays

9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Cards cannot be validated until fees have been either paid or
deferred. Students who do not have a receipted or deferred
class schedule may present their cards at any of the above locations after Feb. 5 for validation. At that time a final printout
of student fee payments will be available.
If there are any questions, please call x2624.

To:
From:

All Faculty & A&P Personnel
Richard Astro, Provost and Vice President,
Academic Affairs
Subject: 1986-87 Salary Equity Study

In accordance with Chancellor Reed's memorandum of Nov.
30, 1987, and pursuant to Section 240.247, Florida Statutes,
each state university is required to undertake a program for the
purpose of eliminating discrimination in salary based on sex or
race, within certain job groupings. This study will involve
ranked faculty and A&P personnel at the University of Central
Florida with one of the following class codes:
9001-9004, 9006-9008, 9010, 9016-9031, 9034-9049,
9060-9075, 9080-9095, 9100-9109, 9111-9114,
9116-9119, 9127-9133, 9167-9170,
and all A&P codes (9200 and above).
We have been advised by the Chancellor's office that, "In
any year, an employee may seek to resolve a salary inequity
due to discrimination based on race or sex either by filing a
grievance under Article 6 - Nondiscrimination - or by conducting a salary equity study according to this procedure. But the
employee cannot do both."
The primary purpose of the study is to address inequities of
those who historically have been victims of discrimination (i.e.,
female and minority group members). Individuals who participate in this study will be identified by one of two procedures.
They are as follows: administrative selection or self-selection.

To:
From:
Subject:

Deans, Directors & Department Heads
Joseph Gomez, Controller
On-line Access to Financial Reports

The U.S. Postal Service Zip + 4 State directories and the regA program has been developed to provide on-line access to
ular five digit zip code directories must be ordered prior to Jan. the Budget Position Report which dispays a summary of the
29. The cost will be $9 each.
Department's total budgets, revenues, encumbrances, disAnyone wishing to order one of these directories must call
bursements and balances by category (salary, OPS, Expense,
Carolyn Brancart, x5893, no later than Jan. 28. Specify which OCO, etc.). If you have a terminal in your area that is connectbook you wish to order.
ed to the main frame computer and you would like to have access to the Budget Position Report and other programs, please
provide the following information to Ms. Linda Bonta in Finance
& Accounting, AD 338, via memo or Profs (user l/D BONTA):
To:
Employees Enrolled in HMO Florida (Health Win)
From:
Deborah H. Evans, Benefits Manager
SAMPLE INFORMATION
University Personnel Services
Subject: Termination of HMO of Florida Contract
Terminal l/D T011CFXX
Type of Terminal IBM 3180, IBM 3270, etc.
We have received notification from the Department of AdminLocation of Terminal AD 338
istration that HMO Florida did not extend its current contract
Individual who normally
beyond Dec. 31,1987. All HMO Florida participants must seuses terminal John Doe
lect a new health care plan for coverage effective Jan. 1, 1988.
On Dec. 22, the Department of Administration mailed a letter
and change of information form to all HMO Florida participants.
To change to a new health plan, the change of information form
must be completed and returned to Personnel Services by Jan.
31. If you did not receive a change form, you may pick one up
from our office. You are urged to complete and return the
change of information form immediately.
In the event you have not selected a new health plan, and require medical care after Dec. 31, continuous medical coverage
will be provided by the State Health insurance Program.
Should you need additional information please contact me or
Laurie at x2771.

It will take approximately 3-4 weeks to set up access after
the information is received in F&A. A booklet of instructions
will be provided which explains access procedures and provides information on all programs and data available through
on-line screens.
If you have questions or need assistance, please call Linda
Bonta at x2541.

(More Memoranda on Page 6)
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Employee of the Month

Helpful smile is natural
for Barbara Sherwood

COUNSELING & TESTING SECRETARY BARBARA SHERWOOD
..being a minister's wife helped make her good at her work

WELCOME NEWCOMERS!
Connie Baldock (secretary specialist/Solar Energy Center) lives in Cocoa
with her husband, Jeff. She enjoys scuba diving, reading, water skiing, and
skating. Her former employment was at
the University of Florida.
* * *
Lillian B. Phelps (secretary specialist/
Registrar) was born in Wolfeboro, N.H.,
last worked for the Department of the
Navy and lives at Winter Springs. Her
husband's name is William and she has
six grown children.
***
Nancy J. Small (word processing
systems operator/Busines Administration) worked last for Westwood Mortgage Corp. She earned a BS in finance
at the University of Florida. Born in New
Jersey, she now lives at Orlando with
her husband, Jay.

Franklin C. Newman (architectural
supervisor/Facilities Planning) received
his BS from Drexel University. He and
his wife, Roberta, live in Winter Park
where he was formerly employed by
Betz Architects.He enjoys jogging and
swimming.
* * *
Walter G. "Jack" Winstead (director of
Purchasing) was the associate director
of purchasing at the Univ. of Florida for
eight years. He has three children, Laura, George and Laurie, all college age.
Camping via Winnebago is a favorite
pastime, and so is collecting sports
cars to go with his 1954 and 1975 Corvettes. All sports suit him.
* * *
William Leigh (associate professor/
Management) received his PhD from the
Univ. of Cincinnati. Dr. Leigh taught at
the Univ. of Southern Mississippi. He
now resides in Oviedo. Home is livened
by Clara, 4; Rachel, 3, and Diane, 1.
* * *
Claude A. Knight (police officer/Police
Dept.) formerly worked for the Orange
County Correctional Center. He now resides in Winter Park with his wife, Annette, and their three children, Samatha, Michael, and Mary Beth.
* * *
Jere L Darley (coordinator of advancement and alumni affairs/Business
Administration) is a summa cum laude
from UCF. He resides in Orlando where
he enjoys reading, photography, anthropology, geology, and travel
* * *
Brian B. Roth (electronic technician/
FSEC) is a native of Tampa and now resides in Merritt Island. He earned an AS
in electronic technology from Brevard
Community College and attended UCF.
He enjoys Softball and tennis.
* * *
M. G. Moharam (associate professor/
CREOL, Electrical Engineering) was
born in Egypt where he received his BS
at the Univ. of Alexandria. He received
his PhD at the Univ. of British Columbia
in Canada. He and his wife, Lynn, now
reside in Winter Park.

Being a minister's wife develops some
special talents, as Barbara Sherwood, administrative secretary in the Counseling
and Testing Center, will testify.
She does not have to seek diversions
for herself after work. The church provides them for her.
"I don't do other things because I'm expected to be at all church functions—
everything but the deacon's meetings."
She teaches an adult Bible class, leads in
training workshops and clinics, makes
hospital and house calls, helps with the
benevolent ministry, helps the choir director with staging programs, and, in general,
provides a hand wherever needed.
Meanwhile, husband Larry is working on
his doctorate from Southern Seminary,
which requires an occasional month on the
Louisville campus, as well as lots of hours
of study.
Sherwood, Employee of the Month for
January, presents an always smiling face
where it's often needed. When students
seek help at the center its jjsually because of stress in their lives, personal
problems or the anticipation of a required
test.
"She's friendly and efficient," says Dr.
Pete Fisher, one of six staff psychologists
for whom she works, along with the University's test administator. "She is an industrious person who deals very successfully
with a cross-section of the University
community," he added.
Barbara (nee Bell) was born in Seneca,
S.C. At an early age her parents moved to
Sanford and she graduated from Seminole
High School, promptly marrying her childhood boyfriend, Larry Sherwood. She
lived and worked in Gainesville while he
earned a degree.
Larry taught school a couple years in
Seminole County, then worked for a mortage company before he heard the call to
the ministry. But when he did, he and Barbara and their young son, Rod, left everything behind so Larry could study at
Southwestern Baptist Seminary, Fort
Worth, for three years. She did office
work at the seminary to help with the family's finances.

Canadian speaker
views new directions
"The New Direction of CanadianAmerican Relations" is the subject of a
talk to be given Thursday, Jan. 14, at UCF
by Richard Price, a political science professor at the University of Windsor, Ontario.
His 10 a.m. appearance is under the
auspices of the Florida-Canada Institute,
in collaboration with UCF's Canadian
Studies program under Dr. Henry Kennedy.
The public is invited to attend, and a
special invitation has been extended to
Canadians in the area, Kennedy said.
The program wil be presented in the Administration Building Board Room.

Eitharong Gallery
helps UCF program
The Eitharong Gallery of Orlando last
month presented the UCF Foundation with
a $1,000 check to help support the drawing program with a fund to buy supplies.
The quality of teaching provided by
Robert Rivers and Steve Lotz was recognized by Tony Eitharong when he judged
the student art show a year ago.
Gallery Director Anita Wooten wrote,
"Since then it has been our desire to support the endeavors of these two teachers
so that their students' work can maintain
its high standards."

Upon graduation Larry was called to
pastor the First Baptist Church of Geneva
and the family has lived there at the parsonage since. Rod is close to an AA degree at Seminole Community College and
will transfer to UCF when he gets it.
Barbara Sherwood plans to keep on
working at least until the two men in her
family complete their college studies.
"When that happens, maybe I'll think
about going to college myself", she said.
In addition to the recognition they receive, Employees of the Month are given
a framed certificate signed by the University President and chair of the Staff Council, two free meals at the University Dining
Room, a $10 gift certificate from the University Bookstore, two free pizzas from
Pizza Hut, and a chance to become Employee of the Year, with further free gifts.
Employee of the Month Chair Kay Harward reminds the UCF community that any
employee may nominate an employee
classified as USPS for the honor.
A nomination form runs on the back
page of every issue of The UCF Report.

Directories:
Get em now,
check'em now
The 1987-88 UCF telephone directories
are still being distributed but some people
are already planning the next issue.
Bill Morris, director of Administrative
Services and Operations Analysis, asks
all University employees to check their
own listings. If there are errors in the current edition, Morris wants to know.
Photocopy the page where the error occurs, mark corrections and send to Ruth
Colquitt, Telecommunications, Library
143. Any suggestions on format, content
or information should also be mailed to
Telecommunications to be available for
review by a committee, he said.
The reason for making corrections early
is to try for an August distribution of the
1988-89 campus directory.
Student Government, which has the primary role in preparing and distributing the
UCF directory, advises that there is an
ample supply of the 1987-88 directories.
Copies are being distributed from the
Kiosk, which is open 9 to 9 Monday
through Friday. Each departmental administrator should send someone from
their office to pick up as many copies as
are needed.

UCForum lunches
to bring together
Orlando area grads
UCF alumni are invited to the first of four
scheduled "UCForum" luncheons this year
Jan. 22 in downtown Orlando.
The informal 11:30 a.m. gatherings at
the Harley Hotel offer alumni the opportunity to renew old friendships, and be
brought up to date with happening at the
University.
The speaker at the January UCForum
will be Dr. Richard Gilson, UCF psychologist, pilot, engineer and human factors
expert. Last year Gilson retraced Lindbergh's 1927 New York-to-Paris flight with
a solo trip that began in Orlando.
Alumni who would like to attend are
asked to call the UCF Alumni Office to reqest placement on a mailing list for coming euvents. Other forums are planned
for April, July and October.
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Reception to draw attention
to faculty incentive program
A reception in the Administration Building Board Room on Friday, Jan. 22, will
honor the Fall 1987 recipients of the
Learning Resource Council Grants. The
reception and demonstration of grant projects will last from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
It will also be an occasion for the Office
of Instructional Resources to remind faculty that grant money is available to
them for instructional development projects.
The grants are to assist in increasing

POWER PLANT TALK
The Florida Section of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers invites the
public to their meeting at Ronnie's Restaurant in Colonial Plaza to hear two Orlando Utilities Commission representatives. Dinner will be served at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, Jan. 21, at a cost of $11 per
person, with the program to follow. Call
the UCF Mechanical Engineering Department, x2416, by Jan. 18, to make reservations to hear William Herrington and
Fred Haddad tell about the startup and operation of the new coal-fired Curtis Stanton plant, located east of Orlando and
south of UCF.
***
It's better to appreciate things you
don't have than to have things you
don't appreciate.

Dolores Burghard, director, Creative
School for Children, presented a paper
entitled, "Art: The Creative Self Emerges", to the national conference of the National Association for the Education of
Young Children in Chicago in November.

Marian Price and Pat James (both English) gave a presentation entitled, "The
Organic Literature Class: A ReaderResponse Journal Approach", at the National Council of Teachers of English at
Los Angeles in November. They attended
workshops on composition research and
minority literature.
***
Sharon Douglass (interim chair/
Cardiopulmonary Sciences) conducted
three-hour workshops on AIDS at UCF
and Daytona campuses for students during three months of the Fall Semester,
while also holding workshops for police,
firemen, church and other groups. She
was also asked to appear on radio and television and otherwise serve as an informed resource person on the subject of
AIDS.
***
Roberta Marowitz Driscoll (counselor
education program/Education) gave a
presentation and conducted a workshop
in October for volunteers at CENTAUR
(Central Florida Aids Unified Resources
Inc.) in Orlando. ***
Stephen Becker (English) authored a
novel, A Rendevous in Haiti, published in
London, September 1987. His 1973 novel, Dog Tags, was reissued by Norton in
October, and his 1982 novel, The BlueEyed Shan, went into its second paperback edition in October. His review titled,
"The Collected Stories of Carson McCullers" was published in The Chicago Sun
Times in July.

Marian Price (English) served as reader
for the AP exams at Trenton last summer.

the effectiveness of the teaching-learning
process and to encourage innovative
classroom instruction not funded within
the regular departmental budget.
The fall recipients to be honored are:
Jay Bolemon, Physics, and David Abbott,
Psychology, in a joint project; Venkat
Chandrasekar, Hospitality Management;
Robert Davis, Communication; Joe Hall,
Communication; Larry Hudson, Instructional Programs; John Leeson, Computer
Science, and Marian Price, English.
Also at this time, the Spring 1988 grant
recipients were disclosed. Charles Micarelli, associate vice president for Academic Affairs, announced the following
would receive grants this spring to assist
their special work:
H. K. Brown, Electrical Engineering;
Christian Clausen, Chemistry; Peter Colby, Public Service Administration; John
A. Crocitto, Educational Services; Roberta Driscoll, Educational Services; Sharon
Douglass, Cardiopulmonary Sciences;
Gina Giovinco, Nursing; Ralph Llewellyn,
Physics; Armando Payas and Maria Redmon, both Foreign Languages, in a joint
project; Jennifer Piatt, Exceptional/
Physical Education, and D. Janeczko, Instructional Programs, in a joint project,
and Patricia Welker, Radiologic Science.
The purpose of the grant program is to
encourage innovative classroom instruction, Dr. Micarelli said.

« ,
Thomas Mull in (Health) presented a program on "Communicating with Hearing Impaired" to the East Central Florida Regional Planning Council. He has also been reelected vice president of the Florida Hearing Aid Society.

Raymond Spudeck (Finance) gave a paper, "Marketing Response to Regulation:
The Case of Nuclear Power", at the Financial Management Association meeting in
Las Vegas in October. He also has been
named a member of tthe editorial review
board of the Akron Business and Economic Review.
***
David Scott (Phillips-Schenck chair)
gave analyses of the economy in talks to
the Central Florida Underwriters Association, Rotary Club of Oviedo, Central Florida Credit Association and North Orlando
Kiwanis Club. He was a member of a
roundtable discussion on the U.S. economy in 1988, due to appear as an article in
the January 1988 issue of Central Florida
Magazine. He also chaired the nominating committee and an academic session
of the annual meeting of the Financial
Management Association in Las Vegas in
October. Also in October he had three articles published in Orlando Business
Journal, one in The Orlando Sentinel and
one in Tampa Bay Business. The fourth
edition of his co-authored text, Basic Financial Management, is due for publication by Prentice-Hall, Inc., in March 1988.

YOU ARE INVITED
by the Office of Instructional Resources
to a reception for the recipients of the
Fall 1987 Learning Resource Council
Grant's. Please come to meet the
faculty and see a demonstration of the
grant projects.
Date: Friday, January 22, 1988
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Place: Board of Regents Room
GRANT RECIPIENTS - FALL 1987
Drs. Jay Bolemon
David Abbott
Dr. V., Chandrasekar
Dr. Robert Davis
Mr. Joe Hall
Dr. Larry Hudson
Dr. John Leeson
Dr. Marian Price

Physics
Psychology
Hospitality Management
Communication
Communication
Instructional Programs
Computer Science
English

Please Come

Beth Crocitto (English) presented a paper, "The Satiric Initiations of John Oldham", at the Midwestern American Society for Eighteenth Century Studies, at Ann
Arbor in October.
***
Gloria Jaffe (English) presented a paper, "Setting Standards: An Exchange
with IBM", at the CPTSC meetings in Orlando in October.
***
Pat James (English) had the following
poems published: "Sisters", in Embers,
Vol. XII, No. 1; "McChestney's", in The
Florida Review, and "Landscape", in Up
Against The Wall, Vol. VIII, No. 4.
***
Dan Jones (English) presented a paper,
"Daniel in the Lion's Den: Jargon in Industry", at the CPTSC meetings, Orlando, in
October.
***
Stu Omans (English) wrote an article,
"English Department Turns on Computers", to be published in Academic Computing in Spring 1988. He presented a paper, "An English Department Reaches
Out", at the CPTSC meetings, Orlando, in
October.
***
James Koevenig (Biological Sciences)
received a Judges Award of Excellence at
the 17th annual Citrus County Festival of
the Arts.
***
Ben B. Morgan Jr. (Psychology) presented a paper, "Teamwork from Team
Training: An Assessment of Instructional
Processes in Navy Team Training Systems", authored by himself, Eduardo Salas and Alfred S. Glickman, to the ninth
Interservice/lndustry Training Systems
Conference, held in Washington in November and December.
** *
Chris Higgins-Young (English) was author of "Another Chicago Magazine: A Review" in the Literary Magazine Review,
summer 1987.

DR. HERBERT A. SIMON

Next Colloquiatalk on computer
decision making
Herbert A. Simon, Nobel laureate and
professor of computer science and psychology at Carnegie-Mellon University,
will be the next speaker in the Colloquia
Series sponsored by the Office of Academic Affairs.
The Department of Computer Science
joins with Academic Affairs to bring Dr.
Simon to campus on Jan. 27 for his 8 p.m.
lecture on "The Psychology of Scientific
Discovery". The talk will be given in
Room 360, Health and Physics Building.
Computer programs that simulate human thought processes can help explain
how scientists' methods lead them to discovery, he contends. Simon spent 30
years studying decision-making and problem-solving processes, using computers
to simulate human thinking. He has published more than 600 papers and 20
books and monographs.
The long list of the speaker's honors include election to the National Academy of
Sciences in 1967, the Alfred Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics in 1978 and the
National Medal of Science in 1986.
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Geologists
say sinkhole
up to nature

A remembrance

Calvin Miller,dean of the College of Education for 18 years and in service
to the University for all 20 years of its operation, was given a reception by
his colleagues on Jan. 5 to unveil this portait of him that will hang in the
main hall.of the Education Building. Miller (white jacket) received best
wishes in his phased retirement by, left to right, President Trevor Colbourn, former President Millican and the present college dean, William
Johnson.

The future of the Winter Park sinkhole,
or Lake Rose, if you prefer, lies in the
hands of nature, UCF experts told area TV
and radio audiences Jan. 6.
A news conference at the site was conducted by UCF's Florida Sinkhole Research Institute.
-Citing new evidence, the team consisting of institute director Barry Beck, assistant Bill Wilson and UCF geologist
Frank Kujawa, indicated no present danger exists to nearby businesses, even
though Lake Rose could fall an additional
20 feet in the wake of the sudden drop
Deb. 28 that took everyone by surprise.
Slumping and erosion along the shore of
the lake were caused by changing conditions in the sinkhole, and not by any problem from fill that was dumped into the hole
after the May I98I "grand opening" that
swallowed five automobiles and a home.
The institute report continued that the
most recent drop in water level was
caused by groundwater flowing through
the limestone aquifer that in turn undermined the sediment plug that had
stopped-up the hole for the past six andone-half years.
The latest study also speculated that
heavy rains could erode the east and
south banks of the hole without additional
fill every few years.

Polish playwright
to give readings
at UCF Friday

Pay from play

Through the year members of the UCF Golf Association contribute to a
fund as they play. At the end of the year they write a check and give their
contributions to UCF Athletics. It took four golfers, left to right, Jim Radford, Pete Hodgin, Art Lehmann and Johnny Blackwood, to give this
$2,000 check to Athletic Director Gene McDowell.

Janusz Glowacki, a Polish playwright,
will be the third writer to speak for the
1987-88 World Writer Series, sponsored
by UCF's Department of English and the
Orlando Sentinel.
He will give readings at noon on Friday,
Jan. 15, in the Administration Board
Room. The meeting is free and open to
the public.
Glowacki was in London attending the
opening of his play, Cinders, at the Royal
Court Theatre, when martial law was declared in his native Poland in 1981. He
has been in exile since and lives in New
York where he has gained recognition.
The speaker has written 20 radio plays,
six stage plays and several screenplays,
all but four of which have been censored
in Poland. Some of his titles include Fortinbras Gets Drunk, Hunting Cockroaches, Hunting Flies and Give Us This Day,
the last a novel that chronicles the birth of
Solidarity.

Golf tournament
a benefit classic
for Business Ad

Service awards

Heart of Florida United Way recognized three UCF United Way 1987 campaign workers for their special efforts in the recent campaign that exceeded the goal. UCF President Trevor Colbourn (left) conferred honors and
mementoes on, left to right, Helen Becker, receptionist in the president's
suite; Edith Napper, student affairs coordinator, and Edward Kaminsky,
accounting instructor.

Marriott's Orlando World Center and Orlando Business Journal have joined as
co-sponsors of the First Annual UCF Corporate Golf Classic.
The Classic, a benefit golf tournament
for the College of Business Administration, will be held on Friday, Jan. 15, at
Marriott's Orlando World Center. A buffet
lunch and putting tournament begin at 11
a.m., followed by a "shot gun" start at
12:30 p.m. Awards will be presented at a
cocktail reception immediately following
the tournament, scheduled to end at 5
p.m.
Alumni, local businesses and the Central Florida community have been invited
to participate. Fees are $75 per golfer
and hole sponsorships are available for
$150. Non-golfers are welcome to attend
the awards ceremony reception for $15.
For more information, contact the College of Business Administration Development Office at x2951.
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Government
workshop to
attack stress
The correlation between stress, time
management and management styles will
be explored at a workshop Jan. 29 presented by the Institute of Government at
UCF.
Topics to be covered by presenter, Dr.
Shirley M. Willard, include sources of
stress, avoiding negative stress, human
relations and organizational skills.
The workshop is designed for those in
public administration and supervisory
leadership as a means to improve job performance and to assist others in more
productive work habits.
Willard, an organizational development
consultant in Orlando, has worked with a
multitude of public and private organizations in the U.S. and abroad.
The workshop will get underway at 9
a.m. at the Park Suite Hotel, Altamonte
Springs. The $35 fee covers all materials,
breaks and lunch. For complete information, contact W. E. "Pete" Knowles, UCF
Institute of Government, x2123.

Management classes
start this week at UCF
and Cocoa campuses
The Management institute of UCF will
sponsor classes in Capacity Management, beginning Wednesday, Jan. 13, in
Orlando, and Thursday, Jan. 14, at the
UCF Brevard Campus in Cocoa. The
course will prepare participants for the
APICS Certificate in Production and Inventory Management examination.
The second course, Effective Contract
Administration, will also be held on both
the Orlando and Brevard campuses, beginning Feb. 8 in Orlando and Feb. 9 at
Cocoa. This course will prepare participants for the National Contract Management Association (NCMA) test for the
designation of Certified Professional Contracts Manager.
All courses will be for one night a week
for 10 weeks, from 6 to 9 p.m., and are approved for CPM points and/or CEU's.

TRAINING SEMINAR
A four-day training seminar at the University Holiday Inn, sponsored by the
Management Institute, ends on Friday of
this week. Dr. Ed Jones, nationally
known among train-the-trainer instructors, is in charge. The first two days covered planning, designing and evaluating
effective training, while Thursday and Friday's sessions will be on developing
classrooom training techniques.

QUOTABLE
Success is counted sweetest
By those who ne'er succeed
To comprehend a nectar
Requires sorest need.
Emily Dickinson

Diplomats are good only in fair weather.
As soon as it rains they drown in every
drop.
General Charles De Gaulle

Be civil to all; sociable to many; familiar
with few; friend to one; enemy to none.
Benjamin Franklin

Official memoranda
To:
From:
Subject:

Deans, Directors & Department Heads
J. Gomez, Controller
J. Winstead, Director of Purchasing
Available Balance Checking

Beginning the week of Jan. 18,1988, budget balances will be
checked for available funds before encumbrances or disbursements are processed. This procedure will prohibit deficit
spending and provide an additional measure of control over
funds allocated to the University. Available balance checking
will begin with all accounts in the General Revenue fund
(accounts beginning with '01' through '26' in the first two digits
and from '000' to *079' in the last three digits). Other accounts
will be added during the next two months.
items submitted to Purchasing or Finance & Accounting for
encumbrance or payment will be returned to the Department if
funds are not available. This includes Requisitions, TAR's,
Short Invoices, Limited Orders, Reimbursements for Expenses
or other than Travel, etc.
It is extremely important that your accounts are reconciled
each month and carefully monitored in order to avoid unnecessary delays in processing encumbrances and disbursements.
Your cooperation is solicited and necessary to achieve the
proper controls and avoid deficit spending. If you have any
questions, you may call Finance & Accounting at x2541.

Publication of these memoranda and announcements about University
policy and procedure constitutes official notice to faculty and staff

To:
UCF Employees
From:
Joey Siuda, Computer Services
Subject: IBM Maintenance
Effective Dec. 1,1987, UCF and IBM Corporation entered into a
corporate service agreement that will affect all maintenance service on all IBM equipment.
The Department of Computer Services will act as the liaison for
all IBM maintenance and will be responsible for all the paperwork.
If you curently have purchase orders for IBM for maintenance,
please contact Wendy Stafford or Joey Siuda, x2122. If you
need price quotes or any information regarding maintenance,
also contact Joey or Wendy. If you have any problems with the
equipment, please contact our Help desk, Alice Bowser, x5117,
to have it resolved.
With this new procedure of contacting Computer Services, UCF
has been able to receive "substantial" discounts that we will be
passing on to the individual departments. We urge all of you to
take advantage of this agreement.

To:
From:
Subject:

All Faculty
Dean L. M. Trefonas,
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
Scroll Membership

The Office of Graduate Studies is proud to announce the establishment of the Scroll. The Scroll is an honorary society established to acknowledge publicly recognized professional activity
To:
All Faculty and Staff
by UCF faculty members. The organization's focus is upon proFrom:
Craig Emerine, Lab Manager
fessional work which has appeared in peer-reviewed journals.
Computer Services Department
Such work, like the books already recognized by the Quill, fosSubject: PC/Mainframe Short Course
ters the reputation of the University in the community of scholars.
Introductory courses on the use of the IBM PC and the IBM
The criteria for membership as established by the Scroll AdviMainframe will be given Jan. 14 through Jan. 26. Classes last
sory Committee are:
about an hour, are limited to 15 learners per class, and will be
1. A minimum of 25 peer-reviewed articles in national and interheld at various times throughout the day in CCII, Room 111.
Classes will be scheduled between 9 a.m. and 10 p.m., Mon- national journals.
day through Friday, and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday 2. A minimum of ten (10) articles must have been published
while the individual is employed at UCF.
Any student~or employee- who will be using the IBM Main3. Conference papers, book chapters, abstracts, and similar
frame or the IBM PC (and the Novell Local Area Network) for the
material will not be considered.
first time should take a short course.
4. If questions arise, the faculty membership will provide supThe sign-up books are in Computer Center II, Rooms 106-108.
plemental information.
Those individuals who are eligible for membership should submit a complete listing of their publications. In addition, the scholar should provide complete copies of his or her ten most signifiTo:
All Faculty
cant refereed publications. All these materials should be sent to
From:
Craig Emerine, Lab Manager
the Office of Graduate Studies at x2671.
Computer Services Department
Selection * c croll members will be made by the Scroll Advisory
Subject: Computer Labs Schedule
Committee. > .culty selected for membership will receive a
plaque recognizing their achievement at an annual luncheon.
Please advise students who look to you for information that
Computer Service Department's computer labs will operate on the
following schedule this semester:
CEBA I, Rooms 124 and 127, will be open between 8 a.m. and To:
All Faculty
10 p.m., Monday through Friday. The rooms will be closed on Sat- From:
Dean L. M. Trefonas
urday and Sunday.
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
CC II, Lab Rooms 106-108 and 111-112, will be open from 8
Subject: Faculty Travel Support
a.m. to 2 a.m., Monday through Friday; from 8 a.m. to midnight on
Saturday, and from 8 a.m. until 2 a.m. on Sunday.
The Ad Hoc Review Committee for Faculty Travel has estaThe unattended lab in CC II, Room 105, will stay open 24 hours blished operational criteria which will be used to consider funding
a day, seven days a week, closing only when the building is
requests for faculty travel. Severe financial limitations and an
closed.
anticipation of a large number of requests dictate that the maxi-

To:
From:
Subject:

All Departments
Awdra Montgomery
Payroll Department
Updated W-4's Claiming Tax Exempt Status

Annually, in January, the Bureau of State Payrolls reviews all
W-4 cards claiming tax "exempt" from the previous year. This
exemption will expire on Feb. 15,1988, if an updated card
claiming "Exempt" is not processed. Withholding tax will be
calculateds on any future payrolls based on the marital status
and number of exemptions claimed on the current W-4 until an
updated card is processed.
In order for the updated card to be processed in time for the
payday of Feb. 12,1988, it must be changed in the Payroll Office no later than 2 p.m., Feb. 3, so that it may reach Tallahassee by the deadline.
If you have any questions, please call me at x3150.

mum award will be limited to the lowest possible air transportation
fare.
Submission of requests for travel during the periods specified
below should be received in my office by the indicated deadline
dates.
Travel Period
Jan. 1 March 31,1988
April 1 June 30, 1988

Requests must be submitted on the "Application for Funds to
Support Faculty Travel" form which can be obtained from Ruth
Paige in ADM 243. If you have questions please contact Ruth
Paige at x2671.

(More Memoranda on Page 2)
"No gains without pains."

Feb. 22,1988
May 23,1988

Requests will be considered only from individuals who occupy
tenure or tenure-earning lines and who have, in advance, obtained a commitment for partial support at the department level or
from alternative funding sources. Financial limitations dictate
that only requests from individuals presenting a paper or equivalent kinds of scholarly creativity can be considered for awards.

Always be nice to people on the way
up; because you'll meet the same people
on the way down.
Wilson Mizner

Request Deadline
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GRANT OPPORTUNITIES

This is a special issue of Grant Opportunities, enlarged to show the broad range of
grants that are available. Many have not been previously tapped at this institution.
PROPOSALS FOR THE DSR RESEARCH AWARD PROGRAM MUST BE RECEIVED BY YOUR COLLEGE DEAN'S
OFFICE NO LATER THAN JAN. 22,1988.
Department of Defense
Broad Agency Announcements (BAA's)
(1) Title: Research for Corps of Engineers; Agency: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; Research Interests: Hydraulic Engineering, Remote Sensing, Nuclear &
Chemical Explosions. Due Date: Open
(2) Title: SDI Approaches to Developing a Neutral Particle Beam (NPB) Directed
Energy Weapons (DEW) Tech. Agency: U.S. Army Strategic Defense Command;
Research Interests: Neutral Particle Beam, Free electron Lasers & Supporting
Tech.; Due Date: 8/88.
(3) Title: Missile Technology; Agency: U.S. Army Missile Command; Research Interests: Radar Technology, Imaging, Tracking and Turbo Jet Engineering; Due
Date: 3-31.
(4) Title: Electromagnetics & Solid State Science; Agency: Rome Air Development Center; Research Interests: Antennas, Microwave, Electro Optics, Electromagnetics & Signal Processing; Due Date: Open
(5) Title: Nomenclature Servo-Controls for Robotic Manipulators; Agency: AMCCOM/DARPA; Research Interests: Develop a unified servo control system that
can address all of the robotic manipulator control issues & apply a robotic manipulator to a diversity of tasks. Date: 2/19.
Important Notice
Agency: Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI); Program
Name: Summer Faculty Research Program; Program Description: DEOMI
(located at Patrick Air Force Base, Florida) is a participating laboratory for the
1988 U.S. Navy - American Society for Engineering Education Program. Research interests include: Intercultural Training, Interethnic Conflict, Equal Opportunity Climate Assessment, Statistical Indicators in Equal Opportunity Assessment, the Impact of Equal Opportunity Issues on Military Mobilization, Demographic Profile of the Military Recruiting Pool in 2020, Occupational Integration of
Minorities and Women in the Military Services. Due Date: 1/26.

Florida Division of Cultural Affairs
Grant Category: Arts in Education Program; Due Date: February 8, 1988.
Grant Category: Dance, Folk Arts, Interdisciplinary, Literature, Media Arts, Music, Salary Assistance (except for Local Arts Agencies and State Service Organizations), Theatre, Visual Arts. Due Date: Feb. 16, 1988
Grant Category: Individual Artist Fellowships. Due Date: Feb. 16, 1988
Grant Category: Dance Touring Initiative. Due Date: April 15, 1988.
Grant Category: International Cultural Exchange, Local Arts Agency/State Service Organizations, Program Support and Salary Assistance. Due Date: May 2,
1988.

National Science Foundation (NSF)
Categories Due Feb. 1,1988: Long-Term Ecological Research-Cell BiologyCellular Physiology-Developmental Biology-Ethics and Values StudiesEukaryotic Genetics-Linguistics-Memory and Cognitive Processes-Regulatory
Biology-Creativity Awards for Undergraduate Engineering Students-Biological
Oceanography, Chemical Oceanography, Marine Geology and Geophysics,
Physical Oceanography-Ocean Drilling Program-Ocean Sciences Instrumentation Development-Teacher Enhancement-Instructional Materials Development.
Categories Due Feb. 2, 1988: Minority Research Initiation-Planning Grants.
Categories Due Feb. 15, 1988: Supercomputing Summer Training InstituteResearch in Teaching and Learning.
Categories Due Feb. 28, 1988: Division of Electrical, Communications, and Systems Engineering.

Other Federal Agencies
Agency: U.S. Department of Education; Program Name: Women's Educational
Equity Act Program; Program Description: To promote educational equity for
women and girls through the development of educational materials and model programs. Due Date: 2/16
Agency: Commission on the Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution; Program
Name: Bicentennial Education Grant; Program Description: Applications are invited to develop instructional materials and programs on the Constitution and Bill of
Rights for elementary and secondary schools. Due Date: 3/15
Agency: Office of Human Development; Program Name: 1988 Coordinated Discretionary Funds Program; Program description: Approximately 350 grants will be
awarded for programs in ALL fields of human services. Due Date 3/18

Private Funding Sources
Agency: American Association of University Women (Educational Foundation);
Program Name: Issue Focus Grants; Program Description: Issue focus grants
are available for women to carry out study, research or projects that address issues, topics, and concerns of the AAUW Educational Foundation. Due Date: 2/1
Agency: Beatrice; Program Name: General Program Grants; Program Description: Emphasis on funding programs that nurture, preserve, and respond to the
challenges facing the changing American family. Beatrice supports creative and
effective approaches to problem solving and to those programs which have a demonstrable impact on the people they seek to help. Also supports programs in
health, nutrition, and marketing. Due Date: 2/15
Agency: Radio Shack; Program Name: Tandy Educational Grants Program; Program Description: Accepting proposals dealing with the uses of the microcomputer. Due Date: 2/28
Agency: Educational Testing Service; Program name: General Program Grants;
Program Description: (Areas of Research): Psychometrics, Cognitive Psychology, Educational Psychology, Statistics, Higher Education, Technology, Occupational/Vocational testing, Minority issues, Testing issues, Policy studies. Due
Date: 2/15

Agency: SME Manufacturing Engineering Ed. Foundation; Program name: General Awards Program; Program Description: To provide faculty in Manufacturing
Engineering, Engineering and technology, support for faculty development, projects requiring capitol equipment, student development, faculty development,
curriculum development, and Research Initial Awards funds to accelerate the
adoption by both industry and academia. Due Date: 2/1
Agency: Whitaker Foundation; Program Name: Shared Instrumentation Grant;
Program Description: To support medical research projects involving innovative
use of engineering techniques or principles. Due Date: 2/1
Agency: National Association of Corrosion Engineers; Program name: General
Program Grants; Program Description: To encourage new research and study on
the corrosion of engineering materials. Due Date: 2/13
Agency: American Railroad Foundation; Program Name: Freight Rail Industry
Grants; Program Description: Three broad topics of current interest are: (1) The
impact of new technologies on the Future of the Freight Rail Industry. (2) The Influence of Public Perceptions of Shipping Modes on Business Decision-making.
(3) Structural Changes in the U.S. Economy & The Changing Role fo the Rail
Freight Industry. Due Date: 2/15
Agency: Aetna Life & Casualty Foundation; Program name: General Program
Grants; Program Description: The priorities are: Problems of Urban Public Education, Improving Minority Youth Employment Opportunites, Urban Neighborhood
Devitalization, Public Management, Reform of the Civil Justice System, Responsive Philanthropy. Due Date: 2/15
Agency: Erna and Victor Hasselblad Foundation; Program Name: General Program Grants; Program Description: To encourage and support scientific studies
and research within the fields of natural science and photography. Due Date: 3/1
Agency: Whitehall Foundation; Program Name: General Program Grants; Program
Description: To support life sciences in the areas of (1) Plant physiology, development, genetics, and ecology; (2) Ecology and population biology; (3) Invertebrate neurophysiology; (4) Animal behavior and ethology; (5) Taxonomy and Phytogeny, due Date: 3/1
Agency: National Association of Broadcasters; Program Name: Grants for Research in Broadcasting; Program Description: To stimulate interest in broadcast
research, especially research on economic, social, or policy issues of importance to the broadcast industry. One award will be given for research on the relationship between children and the broadcast media. Other topics may include any
of a variety of broadcast issues, with the caveat that proposals dealing with instructional or public radio and TV are specifically excluded. Due Date: 3/1/88
Agency: Knight Foundation: Program name: General Program Grants; Program
Description: To enchance the quality of life and encourage educational, cultural,
economic, social, and civic betterments as promising opportunities present themselves. Due Date: 3/1/88.
Agency: The John and Mary R. Markle Foundation; Program Name: General Programs Grants; Program Description: The purpose of the Foundation's Program is
the improvement of all media including services growing out of new technologies
for the processing and transfer of information. The Markle Foundation's current
program is focused on the following areas: (1) The potential of communications
and information technologies to enhance political participation; (2) The benefits of
communications and information technologies for an aging population; (3) The educational and entertainment use and value of computer software in the home; (4)
and analysis of issues of public policy and public interest in the communications
field. The foundation has a general interest in all aspects of the media and related
services and plans to support a wide range of efforts to improve them. Due Date:
3/16.
Agency: Resources for the future; Program Name: Small Grants Program; Program Description: Support is available for high quality research concerning issues in energy, the environment, or natural resources. Funds may be used for
start up or supplemental projects.
Agency: American Museum of Natural History; Program Name: Lemer-Gray Fund
for Marine Research; Program Description: The Lerner-Gray fund for marine research is intended for projects in marine zoology with emphasis on the systematica, evolution, ecology, and field oriented behavior. It does not support botany.
Due Date: 3/15
Agency: Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation; Program Name: General Programs Grants; Program Description: To promote the well-being and betterment of
mankind through support of education, social services, the environment, and the
arts. The foundation prefers to fund programs of two kinds: (1) Those particularly
sensitive to the changing and emerging needs of society. (2) Those that address
society's oldest needs in new and imaginative ways. Due Date: 3/1

Fellowships
Agency: Anna Fuller Fund; Program Name: General Program Fellowships Only;
Program Description: Encourages policy makers and program directors in the
field of aging to utilize applied research. To address this goal, the Society conducts the Fellowship Program in Applied Gerontology, which places post-doctoral
academic gerontologists in agencies and organizations that plan or deliver services to older people. Due Date: 2/17
Agency: American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-conditioning Engineers; Program Name: Grant-in-aid; Program Description: Gives funds to a fulltime graduate student to encourage the student to continue his preparation for
service in the HVRAC industry. Due: 2/I5
Agency: National Endowment of the Arts; Program Name: Visual Artist Fellowships; Program Description: Fellowship applications are requested for visual artists in photography, sculpture and crafts to pursue their own work. Due Dates: 1/
25 - Photography, 2/12 - Sculpture, and 3/15 - Crafts
Agency: Bureau of Labor Statistics; Program Name: Senior Research Fellow and
Associate Program; Program Description: Opportunites to conduct research in
areas related to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, data, or methodologies. Due
Date: 2/15
Note: For those faculty who are interested in developing toys and/or games and
analyzing their impact on children, DSR has a contact with a major toy corporation
who may be interested in reviewing new products.
For further information, please contact Bruce Furino, X2671.
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Employment
Opportunities

The following
highway traffic statistics
were compiled by the

UCF is an Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer
For resume of current openings, call
Career Opportunity Line, 275-2778

For detailed information about any Job and how
to qualify, phone x2771 or ask at the Personnel
Office in the Administration Building.
The following list provides Job title, location,
biweekly pay and closing date to apply.
For faculty positions see the SUS position
vacancy announcements.

A&P
COORDINATOR-RESEARCH PROGRAMS/SERVICES, FSEC, Cape Canaveral, $887.74-1/14/88
USP
CASHIER, Student Health Center,
$411.05-1/23/88
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, Police
Department, $610.45-1/23/88
MAINTENANCE REPAIRMAN.Housing,
$431.65-1/23/88
PURCHASING AGENT II, Purchasing,
$585.74-1/14/88
SECRETARY SPECIALIST, Cooperative Education Registrar's Office,
$452.25-1/14/88
TREATMENT PLANT OPERATOR II,
Physical Plant, $556.46-1/23/88
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, Mechanical
Engineering.OPS Temporary, $9.00/HR1/14/88

A classic tale of star-crossed lovers will
be brought to the stage at UCF on Feb.
14, when the National Theatre of the Deaf
(NTD) presents "The Dybbuk: Between
Two Worlds".
The production, which follows the fortunes of two lovers from an Eastern European village during the 19th century, has
been hailed by The New York Times for
being "as timeless as the universe...one
of the great threatre works of-the century".
Audiences will both see and hear the
folk masterpiece by S. Ansky. Both deaf
and hearing actors comprise the troupe
that has won raves around the world.
Since its inception 20 years ago , the NTD
has given over 4,000 performances in 26
countries. It became the first professional theatre company from the West ever to
perform in The People's Republic of China
during a 1986 tour.
The Feb. 14 presentation is a cooperative venture by UCF and Valencia Community College. Tickets for the 8 p.m. performance are available for $12.50 by calling
UCF X2861, VCC at 275-1603. Seating is
limited.

The UCF Report
The UCF Report is the University of Central
Florida's official publication, whose purpose
is to inform the University community
through announcements, official memoranda
and items of general interest. Publication
and announcments and official memoranda
about University policy and procedures in
The UCF Report constitutes official notice to
faculty and staff. The UCF Report is a
biweekly publication, printed at a cost of
$199.72 per issue, or 6.7 cents per copy,
paid for by the Office of Public Affairs, ADM
395-J, x2504.
Copy submitted on or before Thursday
noon of the week before publication
receives handling and space priority. Copy
is accepted after this deadline but is
subject to editing or delay until the
succeeding publication date.

Editor: Don Rider
Photographer: David Bittle
Typographer: Kim DeVogel

This is a free service to fulltime UCF employees.
Ad forms are available at the UCF Report office, ADM 395E. A completed form is needed
each time an ad runs. Deadline is Thursday before the day of publication.

National Safety Council
HERE ARE THE FACTS, 1986
Deaths

.

47,800

Injuries

1,800,000

(disabling beyond the day of accident)

Costs

$55,200,000,000

Travel

1,861,000,000,000

(miles)

Rate

2.57

(deaths per 100,000 miles of travel)

MV Registration
Population

181,900,000
240,941,000

QUOTABLE

TheDybbuk',
a classic tale,
comes to UCF

Classified

Keep away from people who try to belittle your ambitions. Small people always
do that, but the really great make you feel
that you, too, can become great.
Mark Twain

Who rides may readonly if you call ahead!
When you see those daily messages on
the sign-boards located at the three entries off Alafaya Trail, do you ever wonder
how they got there?
Simple.
Activities and organizations that would
like to let the world know what they're
planning or doing have merely to drop by
Public Affairs Office AD395H and pick up
a request form from News Director Bill
Daum.
The form contains the appropriate number of spaces for up to four lines of message on a sign. To be acceptable, request forms must be aproved by department chair, director, or faculty adviser in
the case of a student organization.
It's advisable to submit requests not
less than two weeks in advance of the
event.

OFFICIAL
BALLOT

Monday holiday
to honor King Jr.
Monday, Jan. 18, is a holiday for state
employees, honoring the late Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr., whose "dream" speech in
Washington 24 years ago signified all the
hopes of minorities seeking full privileges
of citizenship.
Janet Balanoff, director of the UCF Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative
Action Programs, reminds the University
community, " "Laws such as the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 stand as landmarks
along the trail blazed by Dr. King. University programs of affirmative action are but
one way to fulfill the dream, by implementing federal laws and guidelines."
The holiday occurs on the Monday nearest to Dr. King's Jan. 15 birthday.

CREDIT UNION
UCF Credit Union Manager Joe Hyde invites any member who needs a copy of
the last quarterly newsletter to ask for
one at either CU office. They were mailed
with the quarterly statements, but some
members may have failed to get the newsletter enclosed, he said.

To Spotlight the UCF
Employee of the Month

I nominate
to be UCF SPOTLIGHT EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH. (Nominee must
have been a University Support Personnel Service employee for at least
one year.) Any employee, including faculty and A&P, may nominate a
candidate on basis of job performance, dependability, attitude, etc. A
name submitted remains in the pool of eligible candidates until the end of
the calendar year.
Reasons for your choice:

Signed:.
Cut out ballot and return to Kay Harward, Physical Plant, Rm 123.
(MARK ENVELOPE "Confidential")

FOR SALE
Canon, AE-1 Program camera, 50mm F1.8
lens, 188A flash, with case, like new,
$200. Call 282-4864.
IBM PC-XT turbo, compatible, w/20 MB
hard drive, 640 KB RAM, monochrome
monitor, 1 yr. warranty, $950. Ray 2491271.
Condo on Lake Howell, large, 2 bdrm/2
bath, pool, tennis court, washer/dryer
hookups, fans, private lake access. Reduced to $40,000. Will also RENT, $475/
mo., 1 month's deposit. Lynda, x2359, or
658-0853.
Dining Room table, butcher block and
chrome, round, or oval with leaf, w/4
chrome and brown vinyl chairs, $150.
Barbara, x2141, or 277-7172 after 6.
Pontiac, 1984 Bonneville 4-dr., electric
locks, windows, etc., excellent condition.
Also, 1972 Ford 3/4 ton pickup, runs
good, great work truck. 273-1215 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.
Ford Granada 1978, excellent condition,
one owner, regular maintenance with one
shop, $1,400. X2339, oor 365-7156 after
6.
Furniture: Sofa, loveseat and chair, 1 yr
old, very good condition, camel back,
$270. Dining set, antique circa 1890,
very large, solid walnut table, six chairs,
buffet, server and china cabinet. Appraised $3,000, priced $1,800. Peggy
X5841 or 349-5423.

Training classes
offered employees
Training Manager Shelley Lines has arranged employees' training programs on
a monthly basis through June in three office procedures .
Pat Thompson will teach Basic Departmental Ledger in six sessions for two
hours, one day a month, beginning Wednesday, Jan. 20, at 2 p.m.
Thompson will also teachPuchasing and
Payment Processing Procedures, beginning Feb. 2.
Mickey Mullen is scheduled to teach
Travel Procedures, also beginning on
Feb. 2.
All classes will be held in the Training
Room of the Personnel Office in the Administration Building.

Victim's Advocate
completes training
Campus police operation clerk, Kathy
Light, has completed victim advocate
training at the Rape Treatment Center in
Miami and will assist victims of sexual
battery or other violent crimes
Deputy Police Director James Depuy
said the purpose of Light's training is to
provide immediate assistance and support to victims of violent crimes during
and after the criminal investigation. She
will be available to present seminars and
information about her specialty.
The Victim Advocate is located in the
Investigations Trailer at the Police Department and may be reached from 8:30
to 4:30 at x2425, and for emergencies,
through the police number, x2421, at any
hour.
THANKS
As I leave the University of Central
Florida, I wish to thank the faculty and
staff with whom I have worked during the
past 11 years. Their support and cooperation made my job a pleasure instead of a
chore. I will miss the friends that I have
here and I shall think about them often in
the days ahead. To allof you, I wish good
luck and a happy new year.
-Art Lehmann

